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School Provides Dentists,
Clinic for 10,000 Indians
A School of Dentistry faculty member left here this week for Arizona-Utah's vast,
colorful Monument Valley, where he will oversee the area's first regular dental health
program.
He is Kenneth E. Wical, DDS, of Loma Linda, an associate professor at Loma Linda
University School of Dentistry
with previous experience in the
US Public Health Service Divi
sion of Indian Health. Dr. Wieal also served on the faculty
as an instructor in restorative
-dentistry, 1958-61. He will overconstruction and remodel
ing of a dental
clinic and auxil
iary buildings
begun in late
July on the
grounds of
Monument Val
ley
Seventh day Adventist
Dr. Wical
Hospital
Dr. Wical
will remain as a resident of the
valley after the clinic and its
related dental health program
enter full-scale operation Oct
ober 1. The service first in
history for Monument Valley's
10,000 American Indians and
other residents will be operat
ed by Loma Linda University
School of Dentistry with sup
port from the US Public Health
Service and from tribal funds.
The clinic will be staffed by
honors students and teachers
from the School of Dentistry
under the direction of Dr. Wical.
The first student named to
serve a one-to-three month
term is senior Donald L. Cram.
Mr. Cram and his wife LaVelle,
a graduate nurse, are slated for
arrival in Monument Valley
October 1.
According to Charles T.
Smith, DDS, dean of the school
and administrator of the Monu
ment Valley program, the serv
ice has been in planning for
several years. Titled "Monu
ment Valley Community Oral

BULLDOZER readies new construction sites at Monument Valley.
A new four-family apartment building to house dental students and
employees and a dental clinic director's house are the only new
buildings to be added. Existing structures will be remodeled for
the dental clinic.
Health Service," it was first annourced publicly in August
1965, when the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
allocated $129,217 for setting
Continued on page 6

Summer Mexico Mission Jaunt
Staffed With 44 Participants
Forty-four Loma Linda University students and faculty mem
bers left Tuesday to provide medical and dental care for the In
dians of remote regions of southern Mexico.
The group will arrive August 3 at Colegio Linda Vista, a Sev_______________,
enth-day Adventist boarding
school in Chiapas, the southern
Fire Burns
most Mexican state. There the
volunteers will divide into three
Barn and Equipment separate
teams to begin a peri
A Loma Linda University od of intensive clinical work.
The teams will travel by
owned barn valued at $2,000
was consumed by fire early truck, ox cart, mule, and foot
Sunday morning, July 17. The to the small mountain villages
fire, discovered at 3 a.m. by a of Sonora, Aurora Ermita, and
passing motorist, sent units of Tabasco near the Guatemala
the Loma Linda Volunteer Fire border where they will set up
Department and the Loma their clinics.
Student participants repre
Linda State Division of For
estry racing to the scene. The sent dental hygiene, medicine,
fire was extinguished by 9:30 dentistry, nursing, physical
therapy, and public health cura.m.
riculums.
^.
The barn, located at the cor
Each year the clinical group,
ners of Anderson and Orange sponsored by the University,
Grove streets contained 200 treats thousands of patients for
tons of baled oat hay valued at medical and dental problems.
$7,000, 15 surplus truck tires, No charge is ever made for the
and a hay loader, which were care, often the first modern
virtually destroyed. Only a corn health service experienced by
chopper rescued from the the Indian patients.
flames was partially salvable.
Education to needs and con
William R. Gurney, Univer
ditions in other lands is one of
sity auditor, estimated the loss the primary objectives of the
at $10,000-$12,000.
annual clinical trips, according
to University officials. The trips
Firemen fron the State Divi
sion of Forestry in San Bern
have been made annually since
ardino stated they believed the 1957 at the invitation of Chiafire a case of arson.
pa's governor.

Bank of America
Contributes $1,000
Loma Linda University has
received a $1,000 cash gift from
the Bank of America, San Fran
cisco.
University President Godfrey
T. Anderson announced that
the gift, received recently,
would be applied toward con
struction of the new University
Medical Center. The bank had
placed no restrictions on uses
to which the money might be
put, he said.
The check was presented to
Dr. Anderson by two regional
vice presidents of the bank,
W. H. Baughn and D. S. Pierson. Mr. Baughn is in charge of
area administration for River
side and San Bernardino count
ies and Mr. Pierson is manager
of the Redlands branch of Bank
of America.
The men described the grant
as one of many made by the
bank to California colleges and
universities for support of their
educational porgrams.

Expect September Enrollment
To Top All Previous Records
The largest student enrollment in the history of Loma Linda
University is expected for the 1966 fall term, states Herbert A.
Walls, University registrar.
Over 1,150 students are expected to register in September. The

number is only 40 students
higher than last year, says Mr.
Walls, but student population
on the Loma Linda campus will
be up about 200 compared with
1965-66.
Nearly all of the 1,150 stu
dents will receive their instruc
tion on the Loma Linda campus.
Students in only two curriculums medical technology and
radiologic technology will con
tinue their studies in Los
Angeles, where the University
has been phasing out its edu
cational programs after more
than half a century.
Medical technology students
who have already begun the
final two years of the four-year
curriculum in Los Angeles will
complete the program there in
September 1967, although new
ly accepted students will begin
this fall in Loma Linda. Stu
dents in the radiologic techno
logy program will all continue
in Los Angeles through the com
ing school year, with all stu
dents in the curriculm schedul
ed for study at Loma Linda the
following year.
Both radiologic technology
and medical technology are
parts of the newly formed

School of Health Related Pro
fessions. The school, organized
July 1 iinAr the Hpntiship of

Ivor C. Woodward, combines
five of the smaller medical-re
lated schools and curriculums
which had previously been ad
ministered separately.
A breakdown of the expected
enrollment shows 340 in the
School of Medicine, largest of
the University schools, and 225
Continued on page 3

Brasley Foundation
Makes $1,000 Gift
The Ben Paul Brasley Foun
dation recently contributed
$1,000 to the new University
Medical Center, according to
Wesley L Unterseher, associate
director of development.
The Pittsburgh, Pennsylvan
ia, Foundation earmarked the
contribution to aid in the con
struction of the new Medical
Center. A previous contribution
was made by Mr. Brasley last
December. The Medical Center
is scheduled for completion in
the spring of 1967.

New Japan University Library
Gets Medical Book Send-Off
More than 500 scientific peri
odicals were donated by Loma
Linda University to Japanese
students as part of "Project
Bookshelf," according to Jess
Hayden, Jr., PhD, associate
professor of anatomy. The pro
ject is sponsored by the Ameri
can College of Dentists.
Sixteen boxes, packed with
medical books and journals,
were loaded aboard a Navy
ship recently to help fill empty
shelves -at the new University
of Hiroshima library. Japanese
officials had requested any extra
copies of medical journals for
the newly established univer
sity, since none was available in
their country.
Dr. Hayden has been involved
in the world-wide project since

1963 when be was a Fulbright
professor in Denmark. He win
be leaving the University short
ly for the University of Iowa,
but the project win continue
under the direction of Edwin
M. Collins, DDS, professor of
oral medicine and chairman of
the department, School of Den
tistry.
The medical books were
picked up at Loma Linda by
members of the San Bernardino
Naval Reserve Training Center
and transported to a ship an
chored at San Diego.
The Navy's "Operation Hand
clasp" delivers everything from
books to buses donated by
American organizations for use
in schools and hospitals over-

REGISTRATION DATES
August 15, 8 ajn. Preregistration for returning
on-campus students, at
Registrar's Office.
September 12, 8 a,m.
Mew student registration
at Burden Hall. Orienta
tion September IS.
September 13, 9 turn.
Returning student regis
tration at Registrar's Of
fice.

.

MEDICAL BOOKS recently contributed to a new Japanese Univer
sity are being stowed away by Johnnie C. McGuffie (right) of the
San Bernardino Naval Reserve Training Center and Dr. Jess Hay
den, Jr. (center). Commander L, D. Galbraitb, of the Naval Re
serve Training Center, supervises the operation.

LLU Personnel
Get-Up to 3 Hours
Classwork Gratis

Guest Editorial

Founders Had Vigor
By Oliver L. Jacques
Director of University Relations

Action vigorous, faith-born action has, trom the
earliest days, characterized the founding and development
of the Seventh-day Adventist medical evangelism pro
gram.

Conceived as both a Christian responsibility and a di
vinely inspired means for opening minds and hearts to
spiritual truths, this health emphasis called for resource
ful, courageous action.
It is one thing to believe and teach, and even to preach,
health and medical evangelism. It is quite another to do
something about current, valid needs at home and abroad.

Those who established Adventist institutions were a
peculiar breed. They were activists with big ideas and deep
convictions. Seemingly impossible obstacles did not deter
these remarkable men and women.
James and Ellen White, who promoted the necessity to
"do something" about health, were this sort. So, also, was
it with John Preston Kellogg and his wife Anne, who,
though struggling to feed and educate sixteen children,
.gave the first contribution to found the Western Health
Reform Institute a century ago.

Their gift, a substantial one, represented more than a
sixth of the total initial investment. Kellogg's verbal re
sponse was as significant as his gift. "Mind you," he said,
"this is a seed to start the new institution... sink or swim."
The first physicians, Drs. Horatio S. Lay and Phoebe
Lamson, risked their professional careers to practice new
concepts of healing. Dr. John Harvey Kellogg worked indefatigably for seven years, revolutionizing the health and
dietary habits of the civilized world. Dr. David Paulson
combined faith and works with exciting results.

John Burden believed and preached. . . but he also
acted in the face of insuperable odds in 'founding this in
stitution. His co-laborers and successors pressed forward
with stubborn faith, time and again accomplishing the im
possible. Owen, Irwin, Howell, Abbott, Ruble, Evans, Risley, Magan, Harding, Macpherson, Hinshaw, Flaize, Anderson. . . each of these names recalls singular challenge,
faith, and action.
No less true is this also of the thousands who, through
out the world, .have served and continue to respond to
human need with selfless, irresistible energy.

No-Smoking Boost for Youth
A program to keep seventh and eighth grade children
from smoking will begin this fall, involving millions of
mothers, fathers, and teachers in schools all across the
country.
The new program adopted this spring as a major effort
of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers will be
supported by $87,000 in funds from the US Public Health
Service the first year.
During its first year the program will be operating in
18 states. This number will be increased annually until by
1969 every state will be participating.
Key persons in the new program will be "room
mothers," who are PTA representatives for individual
classrooms. Through these mothers, school and home ac
tivities will be developed to involve other parents, teach
ers, and the children themselves. Emphasis will be on
teaching youngsters the health benefits of not smoking
and the hazards of cigarette smoking.
When one faces the stark fact that more than 4,000
young people each day try smoking for the first time, and
that half of the nation's teenagers are regular smokers by
the age of 18, the strategic value of this new educational
program, starting as it does during children's more im
pressionable years, deserves high commendation.

Letters
Dear Editor:
I read your editorial in the
July 1,1966 issue, entitled "Mis
sions Attitude Surveys." Refer
ence was made to several sur
veys that have beeii collected
in the past.... However, unless
the survey was initiated or ap
proved by an administrator
with authority to implement,
we would not expect anything
to come of the survey. This" is
exactly what has happened.
As the result of the Fulbright Student Exchange Pro
gram an excellent study on determinance of success or fail

To the
Editor
ure of individuals who go over
seas was made. These results
would undoubtedly be matched
in a similar survey among mis
sionaries.
The Weiskoten report which
appeared in the Journal of the
American Medical Association
revealed attitudes contributing
to the location of physicians. If
you would study this last report
you would note that our school
has done a very excellent job
in getting our doctors into
"small towns." Whether that
is a virtue or not is another
matter. . . .
These surveys will come to

Full-time academic or nonacademic employees or their
wives are eligible to enroll any
semester for three hours of
classwork without tuition
charges, according to Herbert
A. Walls, University registrar.
Eligibility is limited to those
whose principal occupation is
employment by the University,
and does not include those who
are on assistantships or grants,
or those whose principal occu
pation is essentially to earn a
degree or certificate, Mr. Walls
adds.
Those wishing to take ad
vantage of this provision as un
classified students should follow
these procedures:
1. Secure from the Registrar's
Office
a. application for admis
sion as unclassified stu
dent.
b. special student request
(to establish tuition free
status).
2. Complete forms, securing
signatures required, and
return to the Registrar's
Office by 5 p.m. Tuesday,
September 13.
Those wanting to apply the
credit toward a degree must
submit the usual application
and supporting credentials and
be admitted as regular students.
Such applications should be
completed at least a month be
fore the term in which registra
tion is anticipated. A $5 regis
tration fee is charged if the
student has not previously been
enrolled in one of the Univer
sity schools.
Standard charges for materi
als and field trips are made to
the student.

THIS MONTH
In Loma Linda University
History

1906 In a joint faculty-medi
cal advisory committee meeting
conducted at the Vernon camp
grounds in Los Angeles it was
voted to "organize a three-year
missionary nurses' course" with
a uniform curriculum among
the three affiliated sanitariums
at Loma Linda, Glendale, and
Paradise Valley.

The faculty voted on August
26 that 1,500 college bulletins
be printed and distributed.
August 29 a faculty meeting
"recommended that accom
modation be made for fortyeight (48) students. . ." (En
rollment today is over 1,100.)

Technologist Here
Elected Secretary
University Hospital clinical
laboratory technologist May F.
Weiss was recently elected re
cording secretary of the San
Bernardino-Riverside chapter of
the California Association of
Medical Laboratory Technolo
gists.
Mrs. Weiss has been employ
ed in the clinical laboratory
since May 1964.
nought unless somebody at a
relatively high level in manage
ment has the authority, respon
sibility, and zeal to do some
thing about it.
William A. Scharffenberg, Jr.,
SM'45
Lodi, California

T)alk
By Keld J. Reynolds, PhD
Emeritus Vice President for Academic Affairs

Congo Enigma Illuminated
By Belgian Autobiography
In CONGO KITABU, by Jean-Pierre Hallet, published by Ran
dom House this year, Kitabu means "book" or "diary" in Swahili.
This is an appropriate title for a tale of personal service and ad
venture by a Belgian colonial official, who is an agronomist and
sociologist.
Jean-Pierre Hallet went to
Hallet cites the UNESCO
the Congo in 1948 at the age of survey of 1958 as follows: the
twenty-one. More correctly, he 13 million natives of the
returned, for he had lived there Belgian Congo had the highest
as a child, and had picked up a wage scale, the finest social
dialect or two playing with services, and the best standard
African children his father of living in the whole of Central
was the famous painter of Afri
Africa; 50 per cent of the native
can life, Andre Hallet.
babies were born in hospitals,
He served until 1960, when, 35 to 40 per cent of the native
with thousands of other Belgian adults were literate (as com
officials, civilians, and other pared with about 10 per cent in
whites, he fled to save his life. neighboring British and French
The" Belgians knew the liber
colonies), and 14 per cent of the
ation was premature, but they total population were enrolled
yielded to pressure from the in the schools a much higher
United States, interested in percentage than in Egypt, and
ending colonialism; from Great seven times greater than in
Britain, whose "British-Africa Ethiopia and the Sudan.
Corridor," Cape to Cairo, was
Then it
June, 1960 84
bisected by the Belgian colony; years sincewas
Leopold II of Bel
and from the Soviet bloc, inter
gium had first designed Foeuvre
ested in securing spheres of in
civilisatrice and formed the old
fluence.
Congo Free State with the aid
of Henry Stanley; 66 years
Independence Demanded
since Baron Dhanis had driven
Independence was demanded out the Arab -slavers; 52 years
by a comparatively small seg
since the Belgian Congo had
ment of the population, but an officially come into being. It had
important one, the europeanized
nationals, the evolues, whose not been time enough, and with
most effective leaders were in a month the Congo slid back
graduates of the little "red" ward a hundred years into the
schoolhouse conducted in Ghana crude, abysmal savagery of
Stanley's "Darkest Africa."
by Kwame Ukrumah, the con
troversial Marxist dictator of
The UN "Blue Helmets" come
the once prosperous British
Continued on page 10
Crown Colony.
For twelve years Monsieur
Hallet served the people of the
Congo, was initiated as a blood
brother, of the Masai, and lived
with the Bambuti Pygmies of
the Ituri forest, in an effort to
THE LGMA LINDA UNIVERSITY NEWSPAPER
end their serfdom to the negroes
and to bring them a measure
Published by Loma Linda
University, an educational In
of human dignity and oppor
stitution operated by the Gen
tunity, a venture which the
eral Conference of Seventhday Adventlsts, as a non
colonial government described
profit organ.
as "an ethnological revolution."
Not Afflicted by Modesty

Incidental to his official role,
he speared a lion, Masaifashion, attacked and subdued
a leopard, at first one-bare
handed (he had lost his right
hand dynamiting fish to feed
a starving tribe), then dispatch
ing him with a knife thrown to
him by a frightened African,
trained animals in his own zoo,
and ran a curio store. The tale
loses nothing in the autobio
graphical telling, for Hallet is
not afflicted by either modesty
or humility.
The narrative is often earthy
in recounting the adventures of
a person who is earthy. Yet it
is obvious that the author is
competent in his field and has
genuine empathy with the
people of the Congo. His ac
count is from the Belgian view
point, and one is forced to the
conclusion that he is either a
greater liar than the Baron
Munchausen, or Belgium has
been grossly and unfairly
maligned with reference to the
Congo. After reading the evi
dence, one comes to the second
conclusion.

Faculty Association
Lists University

Loma Linda University has
been approved by the American
Association of University Wo
men as an institution whose
women faculty members may
Dear Editor:
I think you and your staff are join the organization. Women
doing a fine job on the official graduates (holding a baccalau
organ of Loma Linda University. reate or higher degree), includ
I particularly enjoyed the ing those who graduated prior
to the AAUW listing, are also
June 17 issue. It sounds like a eligible for membership.
worthy scientific Adventist
The AAUW conducts studypublication. Specially enjoyable action programs in elementary
were the articles about the and secondary education, higher
"Diet Research" on page one education, international rela
and "Modern-Day Mental tions, and social and economic
Health Concepts" on page three. affairs. Each year the AAUW
We must be in the lead in awards 50 qualified women
graduate fellowships ranging
these things, and your publica
from $2,000-$5,000. It also
tion will help to give students brings 35 women from other
vision for the future.
countries to the United States
Pastor W. W. Ring
' annually for study in approved
Springfield, Oregon
schools.

Circulation: 17,000.
Frequency of publication:
Alternate Fridays; monthly
In July, August.
Offices are located In the
University library building.

Regular subscription rate:
$3.00 per year; 10 cents
per copy._________
EDITOR:
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Sandra K. Craig
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John Parrish
Irene Schmidt______
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Catherine N. Graf, Nurs
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The University SCOPE ac
cepts advertising that meets
the standards of church-afflllated higher education. All ad
vertising will be subject to
acceptance by the University
SCOPE Advertising Commit
tee. All copy should be sub
mitted the Friday before the
Issue date. Rate cards are
available upon request. Di
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fice, University SCOPE, Loma
Linda University, Loma Lin
da, California 92354. Call 7967311, extension 283. (Area
code 714.)
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University Scope:
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DI
Dietetic Intern
GS Graduate School
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Administration
MT Medical Technology
OT
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RT Radlologlc Technology
SD
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SM School of Medicine
SN School of Nursing
SND School of Nutrition
and Dietetics
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A Brief History of Seventh-day Adventist Medical Work

LLU Diet Research
Report in Germany

1866 On September 5, patients were admitted to the first
Seventh-day Adventist health institution, the
Western Health Reform Institute, Battle Creek,
Michigan. One month earlier, the first issue of a
health journal, The Health Reformer, was pub
lished.
1876 John Harvey Kellogg, MD, named medical superin
tendent of the Institute, a position he held for 65
years.
1877 Western Health Reform Institute renamed Battle
Creek Sanitarium.
1878 American Health and Temperance Association or
ganized as first official Adventist health organ, with
Dr. Kellogg as president.
1883 Dr. Kate Lindsay founded the first Adventist
The Western Health Reform Institute, first Seventh-day Adventist
school of nursing at Battle Creek Sanitarium.
health institution, was founded 100 years ago.
1889 Health and Temperance Missionary School founded
at Battle Creek as the church's first school for
training of medical personnel.
1893 First charily medical service sponsored by Seventhday Adventists initiated in Chicago.
1894 First medical dispensary outside the US established
in Guadalajara, Mexico, with Dr. Lillis Wood, first
SDA medical missionary, as its head.
1896 American Medical Missionary College opened with
41 students. The church's first medical college
graduated 194 in the 14 years of its operation.
1897 First overseas Adventist sanitarium established at
Horatio S. Lay, MD, Phoebe Lamson, MD, and Kate Lindsay, MD,
Skodsborg, Denmark (now a 257-bed facility).
were pioneer Adventist physicians.
1905 Ellen G. White's book, Ministry of Healing, pub
lished. A treatise on Adventist health principles,
while written over 60 years ago, conforms to pres
ent health principles. It has been published in 22
languages.
1905 Medical department of the General Conference
organized to combine health and medical activities
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
1907 Loma Linda University opened as Loma Linda Col
lege of Evangelists, later as College of Medical
Evangelists.
1916 Ellen G. White Memorial Hospital opened in Los
Angeles.
1931 First Adventist medical launch, built and operated
by Leo B. HaUiwell, began work on the Amazon
waterways of Brazil. Fourteen such launches are The Battle Creek Sanitarium became a renowned world center of
now in operation in South America.
health teaching.
1947 The American Temperance Society organized as
the church-based temperance organization. Chap
ters are located at all 80 secondary schools and 10
colleges in the US.
1953 School of Dentistry opened at Loma Linda Univer
sity.
1964 Groundbreaking for 510-bed Medical Center at
Loma Linda University.
1966 Seventh-day Adventist Church observed centennial
of medical work.

U. D. Register, PhD, associ
ate professor of biochemistry,
left this week for Hamburg,
Germany, to report to the In
ternational Congress of Nutri
tion on studies by University
researchers of the comparative
merits of meat and vegetarian
diets.
"If the population explosion
continues at its present rate,"
Dr. Register notes, "by the year
2050 the majority of the 16 bil
lion people on the earth will
have to agree to eat a diet com
ing mainly from vegetable
sources."
Dr. Register will also deliver
a lecture at a weekend campmeeting of the North Swedish
Conference of Seventh-day Ad
ventists, Stockholm, Sweden, on
August 14, and speak at church
services in Washington, DC, be
fore returning.
His itinerary includes visits
to the Medical Foundation, In
corporated, Boston, Massachu
setts, and the Williams Water
man Fund of the Research
Corporation, New York City,
New York, to apply for research
funds.
On the European leg of the
trip Dr. Register .will be ac
companied by Merritt C. Horn
ing, MD, research associate of
public health. Dr. Horning is
chairman of the Lassen Foun
dation, an organization which
fosters and underwrites nutri
tion research.

Pioneer Health Institution
Spawns Progressive Leaders
In connection with the cen
tennial anniversary of Seventhday Adventist institutional
health emphasis, University
SCOPE interviewed Ernest
Lloyd, former editor and author,
now retired, who personally
knew and worked among some
of the early pioneers of Adven
tist medical institutions.
Pastor Lloyd, how closely
were you acquainted with the
first Adventist health institu
tion?

The Western Health Reform
Institute, a simple 12-room
structure, opened its doors Sept
ember 5, 1886, in Battle Creek,
Michigan. When I arrived there
in 1896 to attend Battle Creek
College, the institute was still
in good condition, being used as
an annex at the rear of the
larger sanitarium building
which the expanding medical
work demanded.
After school hours I worked
as an errand boy for Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg, the Battle
Creek
Sanitarium
medical
superintendent. I roomed six
blocks away.
Did you enter health classes
there?

Not exactly intentionally. I
enrolled in the ministerial Bible
course, but I also took some
"required" health courses at
the sanitarium.
Were these part of the col
lege curriculum?
University SCOPE, Page 3
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John H. Kellogg, MD, James White, and Ellen G. White developed
Adventist health work in its first half century.

No. It happened that Dr. Kel
logg and his associates believed
every worker in the rapidly
growing sanitarium should have
health training appropriate to
his work. Even office workers
and callboys got first aid. That
included me.

School, which will include can
didates for master of arts,
master of science, and doctor
of philosophy degrees in liberal
arts, basic sciences, and pro
fessional fields.
Enrollment in programs lead
ing to the four-year bachelor of
science degree is expected to
reach 56 in dental hygiene, 10
in medical record administra
tion, 10 in medical technology,
200 in nursing, 20 in occupa
tional therapy,, and 85 in physi
cal therapy.
. Linda University has
no trestimen in its undergradu
ate programs. Students enter
ing any of the schools must
have first completed prescribed
studies at another college or
university, according to Mr.
Walls.
Fulfillment of these require
ments varies from one to three
years, depending upon the
school being entered at Loma
Linda. For example, students
of nursing, having completed
one year of college studies,
enter Loma Linda University
as sophomores; and students of
medical record administration,
with three required years of
college behind them, enter the
University as undergraduate
seniors, Mr. Walls explains.
A 10-year growth projection
approved by University trustees
last year anticipates that en
rollment will reach 2,000 in
1974.
Continued from column 2
of the first medically trained
women in the US. As soon as
possible she began a school of
nursing. This has been'a distinc
tive feature of Adventist insti
tutions of healing ever since.

The acquisition of the Loma Linda Sanitarium property in 1905
marked the shift of medical work emphasis from East to West.

How do you appraise the in
fluence of the American Medi
cal Missionary College, which
opened in 1895?

When it closed in 1910, more
than 250 physicians had been
graduated there. These were a
great strength to a growing
church.
A .number of the graduates
were instrumental in founding
and developing Loma Linda
University, including Drs. Ru
ble, Evans, Thomason, Risley,
Edwards, George, Shryock, and
Comstock. They and -'others
made notable contributions to
the University's progress.
For what personal qualities
might we honor the Adventist
health program pioneers?

When did Dr. Kate Lindsay
join the faculty?

She connected with the sani
tarium about 1878. She was one
Continued in column 5

Continued from page 1

Leaders

You were acquainted with
Ellen G. White and her em
phasis upon health education?

Yes, after 1900. In April of
1901, while attending the Gen
eral Conference sessions there,
she spoke to the students and
sanitarium workers, and I was
impressed for life. She was, I
understood, indeed happy when
our first medical institution
opened, for she had been lec
turing and writing against "the
barbarous methods of heavy
drugging, blood-letting, the lack
of cleanliness" in the medical
practice of the day. She had
urged a place be established
where rational methods of heal
ing would be used.
It would be quite impossible
to mention the beginning and
developing years of our medical
work without using the name
of Ellen G. White, for she,
under God, was the human
founder of this phase of the
Seventh-day Adventist move
ment.

Enrollment

Completion of the new Medical Center next year will open a new
era in the continuing story of "making man whole."

I would salute them for their
spirit of total commitment
to their God, their church, and
their task. Would that we who
now enter the second century
of health service to the world
might display equal dedication.

Dietetic Interns
Graduate Aug. 18

MISSIONARY C. E. Schmidt (left) accepts gift of tape recorder
from senior School of Dentistry students Robert F. Erickson
(right) and Ernest S. Bleakley. Their class raised over $140 to
make the donation,

Missionary Given Recorder
By School of Dentistry Class
The 1967 class of the School
of Dentistry recently presented
a Concord 350 tape recorder
to Pastor C. E. Schmidt, direc
tor of the Venezuela Vocational
Academy.
Class president Ernest S.
Bleakley and chaplain Robert F.
Erickson presented the class
gift to missionary Schmidt on
his return from the Seventhday Adventist General Confer
ence sessions in Detroit, Michi
gan, where he was a delegate.
The tape recorder is either op
erated by battery or electric
power.

The Venezuela Vocational
Academy, currently under con
struction, is located near Nirgua, Venezuela, and serves the
east and west Venezuela mis
sions. Construction of the acad
emy will be completed by the
opening of the fall term. The
boarding school will accom
modate 200 students the first
year, with plans for an addi
tional 200 students in the next
couple of years.
Pastor Schmidt is the father
of Londa L. Schmidt, a gradu
ate student in microbiology at
the University.

LLU Division of Public Health
Finds World-wide Challenge

Eleven dietetic interns will
receive Loma Linda University
certificates and American Di
By P. William Dysinger, MD
etetic Association pins in a
professor of public health
Assistant
graduation ceremony August
18, at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
From its beginning as the School of Tropical and Preventive
Chapel.
Medicine, the Division of Public Health has maintained an interest
The dietetics students will in international health as shown by the tropical disease research
have successfully completed re
it has done, the mission orientation programs it has sponsored
quirements to become full fledg
since 1952, and the more recent
ed dietitians and members of activities of mission assistance of disease and promotion of
the American Dietetic Associ
in Africa and New Guinea.
health, fills a real need both
ation. This coveted accomplish
Since 1961, graduate educa
within the University, the Sev
ment is awarded to students tion at the master of science enth-day Adventist Church, and
bach
who have received their
degree level has been sponsored
world.
elor of science degree with a by the Division of Public theCertainly in the USA where
major hi foods and nutrition or Health. In August 1964, the heart disease, cancer, stroke,
institution management from University Board of Trustees and accidents are the great
an accredited college and who authorized work towards the killers, and are much better
have completed an additional development of a full-fledged prevented than cured, this is
year of work experience and School of Public Health at true. It is also true overseas
study in an accredited dietetic Loma Linda.
where political changes are
internship program.
Increasingly recognized as a forcing an increased emphasis
At Loma Linda University union, of the behavioral and on education. It is true within
the internship consists of 12 health sciences, public health the church, where public health
months of work experience in has come a long way from the offers an opportunity for
the various phases of dietetics era when it was concerned only ministers and teachers to get a
and regularly scheduled class with sanitation and epidemics scientific background hi health
work on the graduate level. of communicable disease.
education, and where doctors
Students who qualify may re
and other medical personnel
In All Aspects of Life
ceive 16 semester units of credit
can enlarge their horizons in
science
of
master
the
toward
the behavioral and social
has
it
as
health,
Public
degree during the year of in
sciences.
interest
an
takes
now
evolved,
ternship.
in all aspects of life and accepts
the definition of health stated
Dysinger Receives
in the charter of the World College of Surgeons
Organization: "Health Adds OB-Gyn OK
tion
Health
Certifica
PH
of complete physical,
state
a
is
The combined residency
P. William Dysinger, MD, mental, and social well being
assistant professor of public and not merely the absence of training program in gynecology
and obstetrics at the Loma
health in the Division of Public disease or infirmity."
University Hospital and
Linda
Health, was recently certified
It thus recognizes that health Riverside General Hospital and
by the American Board of
factor, but University Medical Center has
Preventive Medicine as a is not an isolated of
a larger recently received approval by
aspect
one
simply
health
public
specialist in
with the American College of Sur
dealt
be
must
that
whole
Dr. Dysinger is presently as
sisting evangelist Robert M. in its entirety.
geons, according to William G.
Using its basic tools of Slate, MB, ChB, chairman of
Whitsett in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He is giving nightly epidemiology and biostatistics, the department of gynecology
public health is in the forefront and obstetrics and program co
health lectures.
of medical knowledge as it ordinator. This approval is to
seeks the causation of disease be retroactive for residents who
and delves into the complicated have completed their training
questions of why some are sus
within the past year.
ceptible and others are not.
The residency training pro
Using the tools of sanitation, gram has for sometime been ap
hygiene, and accident preven
proved by the American Board
tion, it endeavors to make the of Obstetrics and Gynecology
physical environment as health and the American Medical As
productive as possible. Nutri
sociation.
tion, another tool, seeks to pro
vide wholesome food for all
an increasingly difficult task as BIRTHS'
the world population continues
Miller, Michael Joe was born
to increase.
July 15 to Marilyn Sue Miller
International Health
and Billie Joe Miller, SD'67.
International health is not WAGNER, lan Vernon was born
only interested in the special July 11 to Adeline Cheng Wag
ner and Vernon Paul Wagner,
problems of malnutrition, com
SM765.
municable disease, and over
population found in the develop
ing areas of the world, but also,
looking to the future, it is
working to prevent the onset of
the chronic and degenerative
Norm Stumpf can solve
diseases now such a plague in
New Car Problem.
your
the so-called "developed areas."
Discounts on all Ford
Fleet
tool
vital
a
education,
Health
ESDA repre
through
cars
in public health, seeks not
sentative. Leasing avail
simply to relay knowledge, but
able on all makes and
actually to change unhealthful
models.
way's of life to healthful ways
of living. This requires a close
Solve your financial prob
acquaintance with people and
lem at your local Credit
the way they live in their com
Union. Financing also
munities. Other important in
available through us.
terests of public health are
See Norm Stumpf at
mother and child health, mental
adminis
health
health, public
Wayne Gossett
tration, and medical care or
Ford
ganization.
W. Redlands Blvd.
113
Public health, with its two
Redlands
Phone 793-3211
fold emphasis on 1) community
Sundays by Appointments
prevention
2)
involvement and

STUMPED?

WE ARTISTS KNOW
that to achieve true expression in a painting we must first ac
complish our specific objective. Then we use our ingenuity and
creative ability to reach the proper balance and perspective,
that's why we artists have such a high regard for Worthington
Meat Loaf Mix. Worthington Meat Loaf Mix reflects the right
objective and creative ingenuity that goes into the formula of
all Worthington products. They also exhibit a good balance of
nutrition and flavor.

CHEVRON

Brewer's
Chevron
245S2 Central Ave.
Loma Linda Ph. 796-0628

Fords and Chevrolets Available at Fleet Prices Through
ESDA PLAN.
* Tire Sale Ends August SI.
* Win up to $1000 Every Week in CA$H ON THE
LINE, a New Game Beginning: September 1.

WORTHINGTON FOODS INC.
WORTHINGTON, OHIO
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MR. WOOD checks the Interior seal on the transfer lock of a new polyvinyl plastic isolator chamber
he is assembling. Small corked tube openings at r'ght end of the "bag" are used to introduce the ini
tial sterilizing spray of peracetic acid. Gloves protrude from the other germ-free isolator units
(right).

NO EXCEPTIONS every item introduced into the chambers
must be sterile. Basic are food pellets, specially fortified to take
high autoclave temperatures; bedding (ground corn-cobs); and
distilled water. Even the vitamin supplement in the water is a
sterile type.

Germ-Free
Research Mice
The term "germ-free mice" does not indicate
biologic freaks. They are highly valued specialpurpose animals used daily in research at Loma
Linda University and many other centers.
These mice are actually free of all bacterial
contaminants, both external and internal, yet are
normal in all other ways. Some laboratories even
use "germ-free" dogs, sheep, and pigs in a similar
fashion.
First-generation gnotobiotic (germ-free) ani
mals are obtained by caesarean section. Meticulous
bacteriological checks of the animals and their enensure continual freedom from contami
nants through successive generations.
The gnotobiotic research program has been
operational here since 1964. It assures laboratory
animals with no 'contaminants for,experiments
where undeoired bacteria would adversely affect
results.
The breeding and care of the germ-free colonies
are under the direction of Cyril G. Wood, micro
biology research assistant.
—Photos by Robert A. Kreuzinger

THESE CSH-TYPE baby mice and their mother are a special cancer-susceptible germ-free strain be
ing used in current research on the effect of diet on the incidence of tumors in mice. The project is di
rected by Robert L. Nutter, PhD, associate professor of microbiology, Donald I. Peterson, MD, as
sistant professor of pharmacology, and Russel J. Thomsen, SM'68.

GRADUATE STUDENT M. Joyce Ramsay observes a mouse used in research on the
carriers of Listeria monocytogenes, one of the causes of infant meningitis. Filtered
air under constant pressure changes the enclosure's atmosphere 12 times per hour.
The air exhaust filter is seen at right, the round transfer air-lock in front.

FOOD, WATER, bedding, etc., are pre-sterilized by autoclaving in a metal cylinder
(left) and attached to the larger plastic isolation chamber via its air-lock. By reach
ing in with the long black gloves, the researcher is then able to transfer the items
into the main chamber, finally resealing the transfer air-lock.

page 1
up and operating the program.
The Utah Indian Affairs Com
mission had earlier committed
$125,000 in tribal funds, pro
viding a total of $259,217 for
the service's first five years of
operation. After five years, ac
cording to Dr. Smith, it is
hoped that the non-profit pro
gram will be self-supporting
from patient fees, which are to
be introduced gradually during
that period.
The main dental clinic will
occupy a building adjacent to
the Seventh-day Adventist Hos
pital in Rock Door Canyon.
Mobile dental clinics will serve
outlying areas of Aneth and
Navajo Mountain, Dr. Smith
says.
Photo by Ellis R. Rich
ARD T. WALDEN demonstrates the technique of ad

ministering the Mantoux tuberculin skin test on student volunteer
Robert R. Wrescb, Paul G. Johnson (left) and Ronald D. Hartman
are eager to see bow it's done.

SM Sophomores Tell
Research Activities

Medical Students Undertake
Summer Mission Appointments
Three medical students from the class of 1969 are engaging in
eight weeks of missions activity this summer in a program spon
sored by the University. The students, Ronald D. Hartman, Paul
G. Johnson, and Robert R. Wresch are working at Monument Val
ley Mission Hospital in Utah,
Montemorelos Hospital in Mex
of the patient and give a newer
ico, and Nicaragua Adventist multiple-puncture test in the
Hospital in Nicaragua, respec- other arm. Color slides will be
tively.
made showing the results.
"These activities are actual
ly research projects," says
Photo Comparison
Richard T. Walden, MD, as
Standard conditions for the
sistant professor and acting
chairman of the department of test administration and for the
preventive medicine and public photography have been worked
health, whose department is out so that the results can be
sponsoring the three students. compared and combined, Dr.
Each student will evaluate Walden states. The students
different types of tuberculin will also assist in other duties
skin tests on 100 subjects. They at the hospitals.
California
Southern
The
will administer the well-estab
lished Mantoux test in one arm Chapter of the Tuberculosis and
Health Association will pay a
stipend of $800 plus transpor
MEMORY FAILING!
tation to each student. In re
Tra cma tlfrrirp an ontstan.J.nj;
turn the fellows will submit a
neaarjr. Age M birru-r t-ic*lfeat |ar stadtHts. Scientific
written report of their findings,
training teaches yon
according to Dr. Walden.
aid t« remember
Hemarr Coarse
All students applying for the
INSTANT SPEED READprogram this year were granted
ING ODURSK. New eoneept
appointments. The department
0*4 ft CM to 1200 wpm
im atari tun- mthunt E»<IK<-IX
of preventive medicine and pub
r tedMBS drills. SprtiaJ price
lic health has supervised sum
S12.M. Free tafwrantiu. Money
back gmaraatee. Aak about promer mission fellows for seven
**BtaUe deaterskips.
years.
MAGIO MEMORY COURSE
Box 80S-A, luoma lands,
University SCOPE asked last
California 92354.
year's School of Medicine fresh«

£

I MAYBERRY REALTY
24887 Toylor Street, Loma Linda
796-9590
Phone
Broker
KENNETH E. MAYBERRY
Salesman - Notary
ALBERT EVANS

HOUSES FOR SALE
2-bedroom boose. Lot size 80' x 180', large shade trees,
needs painting. $5,500 with $500 down.
Another good buy at $6,500 with $1,200 down. 2-bedroom
house in north Loma Linda. Lot 80' x 150' with fruit
trees and garden spot.
4-bedroom, fine house. Heating system and air condition
ing combined in one unit. FHA financed. $25,500,
monthly payments $167, including interest and loan
insurance.
5-bedroom, new 2-story dream house. $30,250.

INCOME PROPERTY
Duplex 4 blocks from University. $25,000.
Trhjlex S blocks from University. $32,000.
Fourplex, new, each apartment is 1,000 square feet.
$48,000.

RENTALS
2-bedroom unfurnished apartments. Carpeting and drap
eries, stove and refrigerator. $75 to $125.
1-bedroom plush furnished-apartments. Utilities included.
$125.
4-bedroom, 2-bath house. $110.
5-bedroom new house with view. $200.
••••••<»£$

Remodeling Job

An- existing hospital outpa
tient clinic, remodeled at a cost
of $25,000 from the Federal
grant, will include five operat
ing units, a laboratory, x-ray
processing area, waiting room,
and an administrative office
area.
Construction has begun on
five comfortable housing units
to accommodate the dental pro
gram director and students. A
men (next year's sophomores)
about their summer plans.
Addiction, Alcoholism

Stephen O. Berthelsen and
Douglas A. Ziprick are study
ing the mechanisms of addiction
under the sponsorship of Bernell
E. Baldwin, PhD, instructor in
physiology and biophysics.
The relationship of dietary
factors to alcohol consumption
in rats is being investigated by
John E. Crowder with U. D.
Register, PhD, associate profes
sor of biochemistry, as sponsor.
Other students working in the
department of biophysics are
Loren D. Cooper, studying thyrocalcitonin action in vitro and
supervised by R. Bruce Wilcox,
PhD, assistant professor; John
H. Samuels, conducting a dif
ferent assay of caffeine and
theobromine in the presence of
other related compounds, also
sponsored by Dr. Register; and
Caroline R. Moore, who is work
ing with Donovan A. Courville,
PhD, associate professor.
John C. Henriques and Joy
Weisher Burbach are re-investi
gating the role of the vagi in
the enterogastric reflex in dogs
under the supervision of J. Earl
Thomas, MD, professor of phy
siology and biophysics.
Muscle Stimulation

Besides teaching in his posi
tion as assistant professor of
pharmacology, E. Grant White,
PhD, is also enrolled in the
School of Medicine. This sum
mer he is continuing his own
research project on a musclestimulating substance found in
sea hares.
John L. Jones, a classmate,
is assisting in the project. Dr.
White is sponsoring two other
class members in projects: P.
Harold Waller, who is study
ing biochemical aspects of tox
ins from marine snails of the
genus Conus, and David E. Wil
son, who is looking at the re
lationship of taurine and psori
asis.
Under grants from the Dia
betes Association of Southern
California, Douglass E. 'Ewing
and William C. Fatten are re
spectively investigating the
ability of fatty acid synthetase
to metabolize alpha, beta, unsaturated ketones, and the puri
fication of enzymes in human
characterization.
and
liver
Sponsoring them is lan M.
Fraser, PhD, associate profes
sor of pharmacology.
Tumors, Grafts
Arthur R. Cushman is per
forming serum LDH, bromsulphthalein, and alkaline phosphatase tests in hamsters which
have been injected with an oncogenic (polyoma) virus. Rob
ert L. Nutter, PhD, associate
professor of microbiology is
supervising the study.
The possible uses and feasi
bility of pedicle homograft of
Continued on page 12

An Additional 23 Students
Accepted for New School Year
Twenty-three additional stu
dents have been accepted into
two Loma Linda University
schools for the 1966-67 school
year, it was announced by
Walter B. Clark, dean of admis
sions.
The roster lists acceptances
alphabetically.

SCHOOL, OF DENTISTRY

Robert S. Brath, Portland,
Oregon; Thomas R. Phelps,
Madison, Tennessee; Ronald A.
Seltzer, La Sierra, California.
DENTAL HYGIENE

Sharon K. Ayers, La Canada,
California; Marjorie E. Hablutzel, Fort Bragg, California;
Cheryl I. Harrison, La Sierra,
California; Phyllis J. McCuorry,
Bakersfield, California; Cheryl
A. Minifie, Glendale, California;
Connie C. Ordelheide, Denver,
Colorado; Candis J. Fender, La
Sierra, California; Marilyn J.
Redfern, San Gabriel, Califor
nia, Penny I. Winn, Covina,
California; Betty H. Zendner,
Loma Linda, California.

three-bedroom home will be oc
cupied by Dr. Wical and his
family. Four two-bedroom
apartments are also being built
for the students and employees.
Dr. Wical is a 1956 graduate
of the University of Southern
California school of dentistry.
He has previously served in the
Public Health Service Division
of Indian Health, working two
years in the Nevada-Utah area
and one year at Point Barrow,
Alaska. In Alaska he was the
northern-most dentist in the
Western Hemisphere.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Staff of Eight

The clinic staff will consist of
the clinic director, two senior
dental students and one senior
student of dental hygiene who
will serve for one to three
months in the area, three re
sident dental assistants, and a
secretary-receptionist, states
Dr. Smith, program director.
Two Navajo girls have already
completed training as dental as
sistants at Loma Linda Univer
sity and will serve full-time at
the Monument Valley clinic.
Other non-professional mem
bers of the staff will be chosen
from the Indian population in
sofar as possible, according to
Dr. Smith.
14,000 - Acre Area

Benefitting from the new
health service will be Paiute,
Navajo, and non-Indian families
scattered through the 14,000
acres of the Monument Valley
area. The dental clinic will
complete the health care avail
able at Rock Door Canyon. The
nearest other medical institu
tion is at Tuba City, Arizona,
some 95 miles distant from
Monument Valley.
Monument Valley Mission
Hospital was established as a
clinic in 1950 at the request of
Harry Goulding, a pioneer
Indian trader. The present 30bed facility was built in 1961
and is manned by two physi
cians and a medical services
staff. Completion of a paved
highway through the valley re-

Shirley J. Ackermann, San
Antonio, Texas; Richard1 D.
Combs, Loma Linda, California;
Carol E. Corkins, Paramount,
California; Eugene E. Hatfleld,
Jr., Redlands, California; Laurel
J. Rosich, Butte, Montana;
Yazuo R. Shimozono, Reedley,
California; Warren C. Sundean,
Berrien Springs, Michigan.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Spencer D. Blackie, South
Lancaster, Massachusetts;
Jeanie P. Goodwin, Highland,
California; Dale V. Piper, Redlands, California.
suited in an increased number
of tourist-patients. The hospi
tal was built primarily to serve
the Indians along the remote
Arizona-Utah border.
For most of the low or noincome Navajos, the hospital
charges only what patients can
pay. A $5-or-less fee for a
major surgical operation, or 50
cents for daily bed care, is not
an unusual charge for" Navajos
who have no medical care plan.
"If we expected to pay our
own way here, we'd be out of
business tomorrow," explains J.
Lloyd Mason, Sivr34, mission
director.
Out through the "Rock Door"
of the canyon, the "foreign"
dentists will see the Stagecoach
and Brigham's Tomb. These
monuments, like all major
buttes and mesas of the inter
esting area, have been named
by the Indians the original
Americans whose health the
new dental program will help to
improve.

-Moving. c4croAA tke Street
or e4croM iA* ^Nation?

TH« LOMA LINDA WAUEHOUIC

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE
The moving company with 19 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.
Box 226
St Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 715
Healdsburg
Phone 433-5561

Box 201
Loma Linda
Phone FY 6-0228

Are You Receiving 5.75%
On Your Savings?
You can receive that value on shares in La Loma Em
ployees Federal Credit Union. The 4.75% compounded
twice a year plus Life Savings Insurance with about 1%
is hard to equal elsewhere. The Credit Union even pays
the insurance premiums. Start an account or add to yours
today! This is a safe place for your money. Assets over
$570,000 after 10 years of service.
LET US FINANCE THAT NEW CAR

La Loma Employees
Federal Credit Union
11132 Anderson, Loma Linda
Phone 796-0593, LLU, Ext. 365
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Friday, August 5

Sunset 7:47 p.m.
LINDA HALL — No Academy MV
to night.

Conference Ministerial Association,
giving the first in a series of five
studies on the Book of Ephesians,
"With Christ In the Heavenlies":
7:30 p.m.

YOUTH CONVOCATION — Loma
Linda Youth Association and the
Orange County Youth Association
will Join for an old fashioned campmeeting at Cedar Falls Indian Out
post Camp. Details are available at
church offices.

Friday, August 19
Sunset 7:33

Saturday, August 6

HILL CHURCH—Hour of worship,
G. T. Dlckinson, former pastor of
Loma Linda Hill Church: 8:10 and
10:55 a.m.

HILL CHURCH— Hour of worship.
W. W. White, former pastor of
Loma Linda Hill Church, "KadeshBarnea Again": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Hour of
worship, Pastor Paul C. Heubach,
"Miserable Comforters," last In a
series on Job: 8 and 10:55 a,m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH —
Hour of worship, Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, " Weighed and Found
Worthy": 11 a.m.
Tuesday, August 9

REDLANDS BOWL — Redlands
Bowl Symphony Orchestra conduct
ed by Harry Farbman, Gabor Rejto
soloing In colorful Dvorak Cello
Concert, no admission fee: 8:15
p.m.
Wednesday, August 10

HILL CHURCH — Midweek prayer
service, Pastor Ron M. Wisbey: 7:30
p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL — Midweek
prayer service, Roy A. Anderson,
"Paul-Apostle of Grace": 7:30 p.m.
Friday, August 12

Sunset 7:40
LINDA HALL — Academy MV,
variety program presented by San
Bernardlno K Street church: 7:45
p.m.
Saturday, August 13

HILL CHURCH — Hour* of worship,
L. E. Niermeyer, former pastor of
Loma Linda Hill Church: 8:10 and
10:55 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Hour of
worship, J. H. Lantry, Missionary
Volunteer and educational secretary
of the Southeast Asia Division: 8
and 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH —
Hour at worship, Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "Man's Cry for Life":
11 a.m.
AZtfeE HILLS CHURCH — Area
youth recreation: 8 p.m.
Tuesday, August 16

* REDLANDS BOWL — Concert
featuring pianist Ronald Jacobowitz
and soprano Delcina Stevenson, no
admission fee: S:15 p.m.
Wednesday, August 17

HILL CHURCH — Midweek prayer
service, E. E. Haddad, Missionary
Volunteer and temperance secretary
of Middle East Division: 7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL — Midweek
prayer service, Roy A. Anderson,
former secretary of the General

NEW MEDICAL
ARTS BUILDING

Of Future
Events

Calendar

LINDA HALL — Academy MV,
Wllbur K. Chapman, speaker: 7:45
p.m.

Loma Linda's Own Snack Shop
Catering To The Discriminating Tastes of All.

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

HOURS: 6:30 AM To 7:30 PM Closed Saturday
In The University Arts Bldg. 24887 Taylor St., Loma Linda

Corona, California New
medical arts building,
space for orthopedist, pe
diatrician, OB-GYN, or
GP. Internist badly need
ed. Near church and bus
to church school. Across
street from new hospital.
Contact R. W. Dolph,
DMD. Phone* 737-4484.

Saturday, August 20

UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Hour of
worship, Pastor James M. Mershon:
8 and 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH —
Hour of worship, Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "The Fatal Decision":
11 a.m.

WHO ME?

Sunday, August 21

BEACH OUTING — Area youth
beach outing. Registration at Cour
tesy Center of Loma Linda Market.
Tuesday, August 23

REDLANDS BOWL — Redlands
Bowl Symphony Orchestra directed
by Harry Farbman in Rachmaninoff
Piano Concerto No. 2. featuring
pianist Adrian Kuiz. no admission
fee: 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, August 24

HILL CHURCH — Midweek prayer
service: 7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL — Midweek
prayer service, Roy A. Anderson,
second In a series on the Book of
Ephesians, "All Separations Abol
ished In Christ": 7:30 p.m.
Friday, August 26

Sunset 7:24
LINDA HALL — Academy MV, a
play will be presented: 7:45 p.m.
Saturday, August 27

HILL CHURCH — Hour of worship,
H. H. Hicks, former pastor of Loma
Linda Hill Church: 8:10 and 10:55
UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Hour of
worship, Roy A. Anderson.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH —
Hour of worship. Pastor James W.
Wolter: 11 a.m.
Monday, August 29

TOUR OF EUROPE — SDA tour
of European countries and the Mid
dle East, sponsored by Southern
Union Conference Ministerial As
sociation, leaves today and returns
September 11, special at about 1/3
usual cost, information 796-2933.
Wednesday, August 31

HILL CHURCH — Midweek prayer
service: 7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL — Midweek
prayer service, Roy A. Anderson,
"Fitting the Saints for Service":
7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 2

Sunset 7:14
LINDA HALL — Academy MV,
campfire program: 7:45 p.m.

WALLEN
PONTIAC
Special Service
Special Deals
522 ORANGE

PACK TRIP — A pack trip Is be
ing planned for September 2, 3, 4.
Saturday, September 3

HILL CHURCH — Hour of worship.
Pastor Wilbur K. Chapman: 8:10
and 10:55 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Hour of
worship, Pastor Don L. Bauer: 8
and 10:55 a.m.
Youth church, with Pastor Ron M.
Wisbey: 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH —
Hour of worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday, September 7

REDLANDS

HILL CHURCH — Midweek prayer
service: 7:30 p.m.

793-2454

CAMPUS CHAPEL — Midweek
prayer service, Roy A. Anderson,
"Victory Through the Power of the
Spirit": 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY REALTY
across from Post Office — Loma Linda

E. J. MILLER, Broker

796-0156

New 3 & 4 bedroom homes. New section
$600. DOWN
of Loma Linda. $19,500 - $24,000.
4 bedrm. Z bath, fireplace, carpet
FORECLOSURE
builtins, low down. $13,000.
modern 4 bedroom house and older house
4 1/2 ACRES
small home with fishing rights to lake, in
ON LAKE
cludes 6 building lots, 15 min. from L. L. $10,000.
F. H. A.. 3 bedroom, large garden area $15,500.
Loma Linda, houses from $26,250 to
SOUTH SIDE
$65,000.
TAX SHELTERS, GROVES, LOTS, ACREAGE,
RENTALS

YES YOU!
Everybody Should Be
a Capitalist
How?

Wifh a SAVINGS ACCOUNT
af...

Savings and Loan Association
Redlands Hcme Oftici Fifth it. ft Citrus Ave. 793-2391
Fenfana Branch 8601 Wheeler Ave. 875-0902 tr 822-2256
797-0181
35034 Yuiaipa Boulevard
Yuiaipa Branch
845-3151
725 Beaumont Avenue
Beaumont Branch
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Convenient FREE Parking at AH Offices

NASDAD Meet
Slates Voice of
Prophecy

Direct inquiries to University Placement Service
Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

Cook
CALIFORNIA
GRASS VALLEY: Opening in SDA
convalescent home

Dental Hygienist
CALIFORNIA
CHINO: Part time dental hygien1st wanted

Dentists, General Practice
CALIFORNIA
ALHAMBRA: Looking for associ
ate on part time basis
DAVIS: Dentist retiring. Estabblished high gross practice for sale.
Two operatory office
PASADENA:
Spacious dental
suite for lease. Two operatories.
Older, well established community
RIVERSIDE:
High demand for
practice of general dentistry. New
office available
SACRAMENTO: Leaving for mission appointment. Practice and
equipment for sale. Take over
lease

DENTAL SUITE
AVAILABLE
Corona, California Den
tal suite available, large
rooms, good opportunity,
low rent. Near church,
school and hospital. Con
tact B. W. Dolph, 760
Washburn, Corona, Phone
737-4484.

SAN DIEGO.
Dental suite for
lease in professional building. Two
operatories, reasonable rent
SAN PEDRO: Dentist needed two
days a week in childrens dental
health clinic. Dental ~ assistant pro
vided. Good equipment and facilities____________________
WHITTIER: Two operatory den
tal office available. Good location,
reasonable rent______
CONNECTICUT
CANAAN: Dentist needed in this
area of 10,000 population in the
beautiful Berkshires. SDA church
and school. Phone collect for
guarantee and office information
ILLINOIS
PEORIA: Dentist needed to take
over high gross practice. Solo or
partnership
MICHIGAN
BELLEVILLE: Death of dentist
leaves practice in this thriving
city____________________
MINNESOTA
MORGAN:
No dentists in this
town of 1000. 3500 in community.
SDA church. Office available.
Finances arranged
TEXAS
SAVOY:
Good opportunity for
dentist in this growing area. Community will build office
WASHINGTON
ENUMCLAW: Business men want
SDA dentist. Willing to give finan
cial assistance with office and
home

LVN and Aides
CALIFORNIA
CORONA: LVN needed at once in
local hospital
GRASS VALLEY:
LVN's and
aides needed by September 1 in
SDA convalescent home

STUART

Complete Real Estate Service
RENTALS
3 BDB, 1 & 3/4 bath, rents $135.00
Beat
4 BDB $205.00 per month
2 BDB Furnished $67.50
1 BDB Furnished $57.50
2 BDB House, nicely furnished $125.00

Ask Edith Hale
RUN — RUN — RUN
to us for this bargain.
Luxury 3 BDB, 1 & 3/4 baths, L rm, F rm,
Refrigeration. $32,000 Convienient Terms
W. W. STUART, Broker
Dorothy Lansing, Assoc.
24887 Taylor St. PY 7-6011

The Voice of Prophecy radio
broadcasting group consisting of
H. M. S. Richards, Del Delker,
and the King's Heralds male
quartet will appear at the an
nual National Association of
Seventh-day Adventist Dentists
meeting in Dallas, Texas, Nov
ember 14-17.
The Voice of Prophecy radio
program is heard nation-wide
by thousands of listeners each
Sunday morning. The program
is now heard world-wide with
more than 1,300 stations releas
ing the program in 31 lan
guages.

Librarian Acquires
Graduate Degree

SN Staffer to Plan
LL Adult Education

Robert G. Cooper, Loma
Linda University assistant li
brarian, recently received his
master's degree in library
science from the University of
Southern California. Mr.
Cooper is presently the assis
tant to the library director,
George V. Summers.

The Loma Linda Community
Services Council recently ap
pointed Marilyn J. Christian,
assistant professor of nursing,
to a committee authorized to
assist in the promotion and
planning of an adult education
program for the Lama Linda
and Bryn Mawr areas, accord
ing to Oliver L. Jacques, coun
cil president.
The Community Services
Council also voiced the need
for a child care center for
working mothers in the Loma
Linda area.
Under consideration is a
Loma Linda University studentplanned Christmas party for 100
under privileged children who
would not otherwise be able to
enjoy the fun and benefits of
Christmas. Mr. Jacques requests
that namse of needy children be
submitted to him so they may
be included in the Christmas
party plans.

Occupational Therapists
NEW JERSEY
PEAPACK:
Several positions
available on teaching staH of
Matheny school

PHARMACIST
CALIFORNIA
NAPA:
Pharmacist needed in
SDA medical group

Medical Record Librarians

Physical Therapists

ARIZONA
PHOENIX.
Opening in 110 bed
hospital, fully accredited______
CALIFORNIA
WHITTIER: Personnel needed to
assume charge of department, in
75 bed, fully accredited hospital

KANSAS
TOPEKA: Opening for three thera
pists to work with multibly handi
capped children. Liberal fringe
benefits

Medical Technologist
CALIFORNIA
WASCO:
Opening for male lab
technician, 25-40 years of age, in
25 bed state approved hospital.
Generous salary. Additional in
come for after hour calls

Nurses
CALIFORNIA
GRASS VALLEY:
Head nurse
needed in SDA convalescent home
MASSACHUSETTS
STONEHAM: Supervisor, charge
nurse, medicine nurse positions
open. Salary commensurate with
experience figured on a point
system. Liberal fringe benefits.
Advanced educational opportuni
ties nearby

REALTY

Sales — Rentals — Loans
"
GO HORSEY GO
Sure you can have a horse!
Acre on Barton Bd., walking distance to
Loma Linda Hospital. Nice home, garage.
Full price $23,800

HOT'ERNA PISTOL
4 houses on one large lot, only $31,500
and nice terms
Duplex
$27,000
Its real nice, and you can own it,
Live in one side & rent the other.
Edith Hale, Assoc.
Paul Baranyai, Assoc.
TU 9-5105

Physicians, General Practice
ARIZONA
BISBEE: Need for a missionary
minded physician in this area
ARKANSAS
HAMBURG: No SDA physicians
here. Critical and immediate need

AVA, MISSOURI. Physician
needed to take the practice of
mission appointee. Excellent
busy small town practice.

CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON: Suite available for
physician in professional building
BAKERSFIELD:Need two GPS
to join medical group
. RIVERSIDE: New building awaiting occupancy. Established general practice. Leaving to specialize
SAN DIEGO: Suites for lease or
rent in new medical building near
new Paradise Valley Hospital
COLORADO
BUENA VISTA: Physician desir
ed for possible partnership ar
rangement. SDA church and elementary school
LOVELAND:
Partnership practice available. 42 bed hospital open
staff.
SDA elementary school.
Four miles from Campion Acad
emy. 20 room clinic. High gross
practice. Prefer experienced physiclan 35-40 years of age________
CONNECTICUT
CANAAN:
Physician needed in
this area of 10,000. Excellent op
portunity and home mission field.
SDA church and elementary
school. Hospital adding 50 beds.
Phone collect for guarantee and
office information

How Long Has It Been Since You
Last Looked At

REPLACEMENT
NEEDED
for summer while physician
covers for mission Doctor in
Taiwan. Good stipend offered,
plus you will be doing a good
turn for mission medicine as
well.
MONTANA
BIG SANDY:
Physician leaving
due to ill health. One year old
fully equipped "hospital No doctoTS
in town of approximately 2500.
Physician's office in hospital. 60
member SDA church, 35 miles.
Community will aid financially
HOT SPRINGS: Town's leading
citizens anxious for an SDA physi
cian. 19 bed hospital. SDA church
and elementary school_______
NEW JERSEY
MILFORD: Unusual 'opportunity
to assume without financial outlay
position vacated by specializing
partner__________________
OREGON"
SPRINGFIELD: A real need for
one or several GPs. 76 bed hospi
tal. Office space available, very
reasonable rent. Friendly SDA
church and 10 grade school_____
SOUTH DAKOTA
EDGEMONT: Hospital has just
been closed for want of a physiclan. Immediate need________
TEXAS
SAN ANGELO: GP needed to as
sist in operating 15 bed hospital.
Would assume much surgery.
Guaranteed income. SDA church,
elementary school
WASHINGTON
ENUMCLAW: Business men want
SDA physician and are willing to
give financial assistance with office
and home

COLLEGE COSTS?
The national average cost of ONE YEAR at
a private college is now $2,049 ... at
state schools, $1,044.

IDAHO
JEROME:
Serious shortage of
physicians. SDA church
___
MICHIGAN
BELLEVILLE:
Death of physi
cian leaves practice and office.
Growing city midway between De
troit and Ann Arbor_________
FAIRGROVE: Physician recently
deceased. Office rent free until
established. 30 bed community
hospital. SDA elementary school.
100 member SDA church_______
WILLIAMSTON: Physician leavIng for health reasons. Office avail
able. Finances can be arranged.
Three hospitals within. 15 miles
MINNESOTA
MORGAN: Physician retired. High
gross practice available. Finances
arranged. 40 bed hospital, 13 miles.
Open staff________________
MISSOURI
CENTRALIA: Physician looking
for an associate

Both are expected

to increase 50% in the next ten years. So

SURGEON NEEDED to join
the staff at Monument Valley
Hospital. This could be an
older man interested in only
part time work. The need Is
very great to take the load of
surgery from the other two
men and to increase the serv
ice of the hospital to the area.
Call collect. Lloyd Mason,
M.D. c/o Mobile operator at
Monticello, Utah, Car 70.
Monument Valley

much has been said gnd written about the
necessity of a college education these days
we all realize its importance — but the
years can slip by unless we set our saving
goat and systematically set aside the cash
our children will need for college. Open
an account at First Federal and start saving

Physicians, Specialists

where your earnings will compound and
where your account is insured to $10,000.

TALK TO THE MAN AT FIRST

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARDINO
San Bernardino
555 E St., TU 9-0881

Loma Linda
11142 Anderson St., 796-0294

Barvtott
602 Main, CL 6-6S73

ENT: Springfield, Oregon. If you
are Interesetd in the Northwest,
look here before deciding. 76 bed
community hospital. Office avail
able August 1
INTERNIST:
Napa, California.
Internist needed at once In SDA
medical group
INTERNIST: Springfield, Oregon.
Internist would do well immedi
ately. Office available, SDA church
and 10 grade school
INTERNIST:
Bakersfleld, Cali
fornia. Opening In medical group
OPTHAMOLOGIST:San Diego,
California. Immediate need. Office
available in new office building

Continued on page 9
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Physician, Locum Tenens
1. Desire locum tenens.during the
summer
2. Desire locum tenens for several
months. Any area
3. Available for locum tenens dur
ing July, August and September
4. Available during July and Aug
ust

OPPORTUNITIES

Needed Cooks, LVN's
and Aids by Sept. 1.

Excellent opportunities in
British
Columbia
for
physicians and dentists.
Conference eager to as
sist. Kindly contact med
ical secretary, Reuben
Matlko, MD, Box 10, Mis
sion City, BC, Canada.

Spring Hill Manor
Drawer A Grass Valley,
95945

or call
Lorwin Burke,
916-273-4816

Miranda Model T Camera
* 3-year warranty

* Camera Case

Division of Physical Therapy alumni and friends meet across the
supper table at Clifton's Cafeteria in Los Angeles during the recent
American Physical Therapy Association conference.

Physica
Thera

Alumni
News

The annual conference of June 14 at St. Helena Sanitari
the American Physical Therapy um. Dick and Polly are con
Association held July 10-15 at templating a call to the mission
the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel field.
attracted over 1,700. Eightynine Loma Linda University
alumni, representing every Placement
Continued from page 8
class from 1941-66 attended,
with the exception of classes
ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON: Spring
field, Oregon, A definite need in
1943-B, 1944, and 1946-A.
this area. Office space with very
At the opening session the
reasonable rent
alumni participated in a parade
UROLOGIST: Springfield, Oregon.
of flags with the presentation
Ideal community hospital. Office
for
lease. SDA church and 10 grade
of the colors by the US Air
school
Force color guard.
The class of 1965 had the Physicians, Locum Tenens
largest number in attendance,
1. Need replacement during sum14. Alumni came from Hawaii,
mer__________________
Washington, and California on
2. Looking for physician for locum
tenens with possible future assoclthe West Coast, to Washington,
DC, Virginia, South Carolina,
ation__________________
3. Looking for physician for genand Florida on the East Coast.
eral practice and OB, August 21Donald E. Berglin, '64, emceed
September 24, Woman SDA pre
ferred. Possible eventual partner
a get-together on the evening
ship
of July 11. Ronald A. Hershey,
director of the Division of Phy
Speech Therapist
sical Therapy, presented news NEW YORK
of school activities.
POUGHKEEPSIE: Opening for
therapist to work with cerebral
Donna Grey Hammersly, '63,
palsied children and young adults.
is now employed with the
Experience preferred but not
rOrange County Visiting Nurses
necessary
Association. She gives home
patient care and instructs
Physician urgently needed
nurses in physical therapy home
August through December, to
care.
cover busy general practice
Elizabeth A. Pramann, '63, is
in Banning, California.
now Mrs. McHugh and lives in
Redondo Beach. She is doing
physical therapy at Kaiser
Foundation Hospital, Harbor Personnel Seeking Positions
City.
Dentists, General Practice
Billle S. Harmon, '60, con
1. Wishes assoclateshlp In Central
tracts physical therapy services
or Northern California. Available
for three hospitals in the Los
September 1, 1966
2. Wishes assoclateshlp In South
Angeles area. Alvin E. Haunch,
eastern
California
'64, is assisting him.
Indirectly we hear that Lar- Dentists, Locum Tenens
ry D. Bennett, '64, provides
1. Wishes locum tenens during
services for physicians and hos
August and September
pitals in Palmdale and Lan
caster and is busy.
Dietitians
William D. Bogard, '53, con
SDA dletltion seeking placement
tracts physical therapy service
preferably In California
for several hospitals in Orange
County and also a home service Food Assistant
program. William D. Cox, '63,
1. Wishes position in food service.
and Dale H. Hammersly, '63,
Have worked in cafeterias and
restaurants and hospital dietary
are associated with Mr. Bogard.
department
Just recently wedding bells
rang for Nancy A. Stanfield, '65, Medical Secretaries
of Riverside, who is on the staff
1. Seeking half time work after
September 15, within driving dis
of Riverside Community Hos
tance of Loma Linda. Experienced
pital's physical therapy service.
In insurance
Richard D. Westerberg, '65,
2. Wishes position in Southeast
ern California. Experienced
and his wife, Polly, of Sonoma,
3. Experienced secretary seeking
have a son, Steig Gunnar, born
position in Covina-Pomona area

AN INVESTMENT IN
LIVING
REDLANDS OASIS
These unusual apartments
are just 7 minutes from Lo
ma Linda and offer many
luxury features.
Refrigerated air conditioning
and heating in every room.
Walk-in closets. Carpet, drapes.
Dishwasher, stove. Private patio.
Separate adult and laraily pools.
Putting green. Recreation room.
Flay area, shuffleboard, horse
shoes, net and basketball court.
Friendly but private. 1, 2, 3
bedrooms. Two baths.
Write us for a brochure at
Redlands Oasis, 1325 East
Citrus Avenue, Redlands,
792-7693. Or contact your
local broker. No lease re
quired. Special consideration
to faculty members.
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* Single lens reflex:
automatic 50 mm
f/1.9 lens

4. Finishing medical secretary program. Wishes position in South
eastern California. Experienced

Nurses
1. Wishes position in "physicians
office within driving distance of
Loma Linda. Experienced_____
2. Wishes office nursing In Southeastern California area. Experienced_________________
3. Wishes work during summer
only__________________
4. Wishes position in physician's
office in Southern California area

* With your choice of
either 35 mm Soligor
f/2.8 wide angle lens OB
135 mm Soligor f/3.5
telephoto lens
$295.85 Value

SPECIAL $169.00

THE NEW

Polaroid Land Camera
MODEL
250
The finest automatic
black and white or
color pack camera.
Four exposure
ranges
Pictures indoors without flash.

Zeiss Ikon Rangefinder-View Finder
Accessory Versatility
Deluxe Styling
Polaroid's Suggested
Retail Price: $159.95
SPECIAL

$114.95
NOWS THE TIME TO BUY

MclNTOSH HI Fl EQUIPMENT
Amplifiers
Preamplifiers
Tuners
o

Physical Therapists

FREE 5-year Protection Plan given with Mclntosh equip
ment purchased in August.

1. Seeking placement after Janu
ary 1, 1967

Physician*, General Practice
1. Finishing internship in July. In
terested In West Covina-Azusa area

Physicians, Specialists
Internist
1. Desire partnership with estab
lished physician in California.
Finishing residency end of Septem
ber, 1966

Zeiss Ikon rangefinder-viewfinder.

75 Watt Amplifier

JUST THINK: You can have the very finest Hi Fi equip
ment plus 5 years of free service.

UNIVERSITY SUPPLY
11147 Anderson St.
Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

Aiumni
News

Nutriti
and Diete
Ruth M. Doming, '61, GS'64,
has been appointed food service
director for Monterey Bay Acad
emy in connection with Paul
Damazo, '52, and associates.
Ruth has been serving in a
similar capacity at La Sierra
College, La Sierra.
Conrad L. Dempsky, '62, GS
•63, will be the food service
director at Rio Lindo Academy,
Healdsburg, this coming school
year. Ida D. Bergold, '49, GS'62, is
on furlough from Brazil. She at
tended General Conference ses
sions hi Detroit, Michigan, and
is visiting now in California.
She is serving as the assistant
administrator of the Hospital
Silvestre in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.
Annie V. Cristobal, '63, was
married to Roderick Stubblefield June 12 in Chicago, Illi
nois.
Edith E. Ruler, '68, GS'66,
will be a dietitian at the La
Sierra College food service
starting in September.
Stephanie Jean was born
March 16 to Dr. and Mrs. Orville W. Swarner, Jr. (Julia
Boyd, '62, GS'6S) in Memphis,
Tennessee.
Barbara Jemison Myers, '64,
GS'66, will be an instructor in
the School of Nutrition and
Dietetics at Loma Linda Uni
versity this year.
Sharon Kay was born April
18 to Peggy R. and Roger R.
Greenley, both '64.

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
Assistant Chief Physical
Therapist. Strong rehab
program for both adults
and children.
Contact Personnel Direc
tor, Boulder Memorial
Hospital, 250 Maxwell,
Boulder, Colorado.

Emma Johnson Aitkin, GS'66,
is an administrative dietitian
at the University Hospital.
Marlene C. Ellstrom, '64, was
married to Lewis Bush on June
12 in Hutchinson, Minnesota.
Mr. Bush is a teacher in the
Birmingham (Alabama) Junior
Academy.
Bertha A. Shollenburg, '41,

is visiting in Walla Walla,
Washington. She has served two
previous terms in Ethiopia and
one in Karachi, West Pakistan.
Most recently she has been in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. She has
received her master of science
degree from Washington State
University in Pullman, Wash
ington. Now she plans to devote
time to more graduate study.
Young Sil Yang, '61, now re
sides in Sacramento. She and
her husband have two children,
Andy and Alice.
Mitsuko tnano, '65, GS'66,
has started work at the Uni
versity Hospital in Madison,
Wisconsin. More graduate study
is in her plans for the future.
Sally Wonderly Caudell, '61,

writes that she works as a parttime therapeutic dietitian.
Stephan Thomas, born May 26,
joins his brother Timothy
Wayne, bringing joy to the
family residence in Ringgold,
Georgia.
Shirley Tuttle Moore, '45, re
ceived her master of science de
gree from Oregon State Univer
sity, Corvallis, Oregonj some
time ago, and went on recently
to receive a doctorate fromMichigan State University, East
Lansing, Michigan. Her disser
tation was "Historical Study of
Trends in the Methodology and
Content of Adult Education
Programs in Nutrition in the
United States." Shirley is on
the faculty of La Sierra College.
Arlene Nelson, '51, says she
is enjoying her work as a dieti
tian at Castle Memorial Hos
pital, Kailua, Hawaii.

TO BETTER SERVE YOU
Your Authorized Chevrolet ESDA Fleet Man

HARRY SPENCER
is now at

BILL BADER CHEVROLET

16666 Foothill Blvd., Fontana
Phone Office TR 5-2010, 822-1111
Home TU 7-3549
Please call for appointment

Chevrolet Cars and Trucks

Prompt Courteous Service to All
Seventh-day Adventists

Loma Linda Realty
And Insurance
SINCE 1936
11112 Anderson St. Loma Linda
(Next to Frank's Barber Shop)
PH. 796-0242
HOMES
4 Bdrm. — only S yrs. old — 2 bath — dbl. garage — car
$12,500.
pets — fireplace
fence
link
chain
—
cooler
desert
—
lot
large
—
8 Bdrm.
$8,500.
newly painted in5 Bdrm. older home — 1 1/2 baths
$18,750.
side and out — new carpets
2 Bdrm. 1/2 acre — beautiful trees & lawn — dbl. garage
$14,500.
— fireplace — located in Rechie canyon
RENTALS
1 Bdrm. turn. Apt. ................—....—............._.„............ $50.00
2 Bdrm. furn. Apt. ....................................................... $57.50
2 Bdrm. Cottage ............................................................ $70.00
S Bdrm. Home ................................................................ $98.50

New Assistant
For LLU Relations

Richard A. Schaefer, a 1966
graduate from La Sierra Col
lege was recently named assis
tant in University Relations,
to
according
B.
Howard
viceWeeks,
president for
public relations
developand
ment.
Mr. Schaefer
assumed his reMr. Schaefer sponsibilities on
July 15. Among
his duties are leading Univer
sity tours and obtaining speak
ers for the University's speaker
service.

New Snack Shop
Will Open Soon
A new restaurant, the King's
Table Snack Shoppe, is sched
uled to join the growing group
of Loma Linda eating establish
ments August 10. The shop, to
be operated by the King's Table
of Redlands, will be located in
the University Arts Building on
Taylor Street.
Some of the heavy cooking
will be done in Redlands, enabl
ing the restaurant to serve some
of the same specials offered in
the Redlands smorgasbord, says
Al Wilson, manager.
Supervising the food prepara
tion will be Andre Garfleld,
French-trained chef at the Redlands facility. Mr. Garfleld, who
has 41 years of experience in
food preparation, was' hired
from 1958-62 by the US Govern
ment to train cooks in Japan for
the Olympic Games.
Looking especially to students'
interests, the shop is tentatively
planning to offer a credit card
plan whereby students can
charge purchases. A10 per cent
discount will be given to those
paying their bill by the tenth
of the following month.
Mr. Wilson hopes to employ
some students in his establish
ment. The current needs are
two part-time waitresses, a parttime cook, a bus boy-dishwasher,
and a full-time waitress. The
snack shop will be open Sun-'
day through Friday from 6:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. except on Fri
day when it will close at sun
down, he announces.

Book Talk

Continued from page 2
out rather badly in the Hallet
narrative, as he describes the
destruction that followed the
UN "invasion" of Katanga, in
which the multiracial soldiers
of the international peace or
ganization joined the natives in
their wild melee.
As evidence he cites a littleknown book, 46 Angry Men:
The 46 Civilian Doctors of
Elizabethville Denounce U. N.
Violations in Katanga, edited
by T. Vleurinck, MD, contain
ing documentary proof of the
murder of unarmed civilians,
bombing and machine-gunning
of schools, hospitals, and Red
Cross ambulances, and the de
tention of thousands of Africans
under conditions bordering on
genocide.
CARS
Stevenson Motor Sales is now
accepting orders for 1967
automobiles and trucks.
dealerLicensed, bonded
broker serving Northern and
Central California since 1955.
4%
Maximum discounts.
bank financing available.
Phone R. E. Stevenson per
son-to-person at 965-2775
(Area Code 707). Or, for in
quiry, send complete speci
fications to P. O. Box 825,
Angwin, California, 94508.
Corner Lot 141' x 150' 8
units, gross rent $175/mo.
suitable for 2 more units,
must sell to pay taxes, full
price $18,950, S. W. corner

LIST WITH US FOR FAST ACTION

of Gardena and Caroline Sts.,

We write all types of dwelling, fire, and homeowners
Insurance

Loma Linda, pri. prty. Call
"collect" days 218-446-2995

ursmg

Aiumni
News

Project SHARE Progress
CLASS

MEMBERS
RESPONSE

DONATIONS

$500

1908
1909

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924LL
1924 WM
1925LL
1925 WM
1926LL
1926 WM
1927LL
1927 WM
1928LL
1928 WM
1929LL
1929 WM
1930LL
1930 WM
193 ILL
1931 WM^
1932LL
1932 WM
1933LL
1933 WM
1934LL
1934 WM
1935LL
1935 WM
1936LL
1936 WM
1937LL
1937 WM
1938LL
1938 WM
1939LL
1939 WM
1940LL
1940 WM
1941LL
1941 WM
1942LL
1942 WM
1943LL
1943 WM
1944LL
1944 WM
1945LL
1945 WM
1946LL
1946 WM
1947LL
1947 WM
1948LL
1948 WM
1949LL
1949 WM
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1957-1965
M.S.-RN'S
Eight classes out of the total SCOPE will summarize class
news items for regular publi
of 84 shown in the accompany
ing line graph are commended cation.
This means that no alumnus
for a better than 70 per cent
participation in project SHARE should delay writing because
she failed to hear from the
to date.
In the past month $542 in class agent. Information on
many small sums arrived in the SHARE will be sent directly on
mail to bring the fund to a total request.
Our 1966 graduates are in
of $8,604 by July 27.
The University's graduate cluded in this call to rally to
nurses have a short three the needs of their alma mater.
months left for raising the Usual donations are between
$5,071 still needed to pay for $5 and $10. "Your gift may be
furnishing the oflices of the smaller," says the new Alumni
Association president, Elsie Zipnew School of Nursing.
To save time, donations and rick, "yet the fact that you
news items may be sent direct helped shows you value our
to the Alumni Association in joint endeavor. A word of en
care of project SHARE. At the couragement is appreciated. It
will help set the right tone for
close of the campaign, an item
ized tally for each class will be the September meeting of the
mailed to class agents for the new Alumni Association board
of directors."
record.
Throughout the year the
University SCOPE Page 10
editor for the nursing alumni
Friday, August 5, 1966
news column of University

Doctor's Portrait
'Breaks Camera'?

Photos by Eugene Hood

USUALLY DRESSED In New Hebrides "shirt and skirt" style on
campus, Dr. Taoi scrubs and gowns in standard medical style for
his work in the surgical unit

Fijian Doctor Here to Study
Describes Hebrides Practice
Performing surgery by kerosene lamp with a temperamental
generator refuses to produce electricity is all in a day's work for
Dr. Joeli Taoi, medical director of the New Hebrides Mission Hos
pital.
Dr. Joeli, as he is known to
"The inhabitants of the vil
his patients, is presently taking
a
two-month
postgraduate lages weren't at all friendly on
course in surgery at Loma my first visit," he smiles, omit
Linda University Hospital. He ting reference to the bravery
is a graduate of Fiji Medical required to enter the territory
College, a government school on of fierce tribes uninvited and^
the island of Fiji, where he was unarmed. "But now they're v
very hospitable, insisting when
born.
Medical practice in the New night falls that I share their
Hebrides, 50 miles west of Fiji, sleeping quarters.
differs considerably from prac
"It's very nice except for the
tice in the United States, Dr. pigs, who enjoy the same hos
Joeli notes.
pitality," he says with a wry
"For instance, most of my grin.
patients arrive at the hospital
Dr. Joeli has begun training
by tooat." The hospital is situ
ated on Aore, one of the smaller islanders to assist in patient
care. "The five practical nurses
islands in the group, he ex
plains, and most patients come in our first class graduated in
April, and three are still in
.from surrounding islands.
The majority of cases treat
training," he says proudly.
ed at the 18-bed mission hos
pital are medical rather than
surgical, the physician says.
Common problems are malaria,
tuberculosis,
and
parasitecaused intestinal diseases.

For 15 years photographer
Robert A. Kreuzinger of the
University's Audiovisual Serv
ice has been smiling politely
when portrait subjects make
the same timeworn joke.
"Is your equipment insured?
I'll probably break the camera,"
two out of three photo candi
dates quip brightly.
And then it happened.
Kreuzinger was preparing to
make identification photos of
Richard W. Toler, MD, who'
recently began his-first day as
a resident physician at Loma
Linda University
Hospital.
Without attempt at comedy,
Dr. Toler took the indicated
seat in front of the camera.
"Ready?" asked Kreuzinger.
"Ready," Dr. Toler responded,
adjusting his tie.
"Click," went the shutter on
the heavy portrait camera.
"Boing," went a spring hold
ing the camera's metal backing
plate.
"Zap!" fell the plate, narrow
ly missing the foot of the shak
en Kreuzinger.
"Plink." The spoiled film
dropped harmlessly to the floor.
-UNANSWERED QUES
TIONS: Did the rest of his first
day at University Hospital go
better for young Dr. Toler?
Will he strike up conversation
with future photographers by
saying, "Hope your camera's
insured . . ."?

FOB LEASE —
SAN BEBNABDINO
Medical-Dental Suites in
new professional build
ing. On "Medical Row"
Close to hospitals. Ap
proximately 1,000 square
feet each suite. Carpets
in private office and
waiting room. Drapes and
cabinets throughout. Will
do minor altering to suit
your needs.
Contact: John Eli D.D.S.
TU 9-3263, Alden Chase
D.D.S. TR 5-1901
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Robert A. Standard, '41, and

Rolet A. Moore, '58, of Hud
son, Massachusetts, has received
an appointment as a member
of the Bandung Mission Hosp
ital staff, in Bandung, Java.
* * *
Lawrence B. Parsons, '23, of
Reno, Nevada, died June 14,
at a Reno hospital, of cancer.
Dr. Parsons is survived by his
wife, Elizabeth lone Bond Par
sons.

David F. Walther, '65, and his

Acting Director
Named to A-V

his wife Vera, of Aberdeen,
South Dakota, were killed last
June in a plane crash. The
plane, piloted by Dr. Standard,
crashed near the New YorkVermont state line.
* * *
John C. Stockdale, '58, of
Worthington, Ohio, has recently
accepted a residency in psychi
atry at Harding Hospital and
Ohio State University.
* * *
wife Sally, of Takoma Park,
Maryland, left July 5, for a
Public Health Service assign
ment to service the needs of the
Peace Corps volunteers in the
Ivory Coast, Africa.
* * *
Olavi J. Rouhe, '34, has ac
cepted a four-year appointment
to the Songa Mission Hospital
in Katanga, Republic of'tfi e
Congo, Africa.
* * *
Kenneth H. Burden, '53, will
be returning to Puerto Rico's
Bella Vista Hospital, after com
pleting examinations in Canada.
* * *
Ronald F. Hann, '54, of Metairie, Louisiana, has accepted
an appointment to Penang San
itarium and Hospital in Ma
laysia.

The staff—comprising Dr. Jo
eli, a single full-fledged nurse,
and the newly trained teenage
helpers—has learned to take in
stride the erratic behavior of
the generator which supplies
all the hospital's electric power.
More serious was a recent fivemonth drought, which threat
ened to close the hospital for
lack of the rainwater required
for drinking and for medical
and surgical care.
The mission hospital was
established by Dr. Joeli in 1961,
and plans to enlarge the build
ing and add more equipment
are now under way. The Fijian
physician will complete his post
graduate course at Loma Linda
University and return to the
New Hebrides hospital in Sept
ember.

Ellis R. Rich, former associ
ate director of the University
Audiovisual Service, has been
named acting director, replac
ing former director Edward N.
Hamilton.
The action was taken at Mr.
Hamilton's request. He will
continue to serve Audiovisual
in the areas of motion picture
production and exhibition dis
plays.

Rent a Piano

HOLLEY & JACKSON
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Chevrolets Cars and Trucks
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all Seventh-day Adventists
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Little Heart Disease, Cancer

"We see very little heart dis
ease or cancer among the
islanders," he adds.
The small mission hospital
supported by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, is always
full. In addition to hospital
patients, Dr. Joeli sees 30 to
40 outpatients every weekday
and twice as many on Sundays.
"Sunday is the only day many
islanders are allowed to leave
their work on the coconut plan
tations," he explains. The is
land's economy centers around
the production and export of
copra, dried coconut meat
valued commercially for its oil
content.
Aside from treating more
than 7,000 outpatients and 700
inpatients at the hospital each
year, Dr. Joeli makes regular
clinical trips into the mountain
ous back country to treat vil
lagers reluctant or unable to
come to the hospital. It is a fivehour walk from the coast to
the remote mountain villages,
and the doctor usually spends
the night with one of the tribes
he is treating.
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Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

PROTEENA
20 oz. Can

$6.69 per case of 12

RAVIOLI

RUSKETS

15 oz. cans

FLAKES, 27f
BISCUITS, 29f

4 for $1.00

SOYAGEN
STORE HOURS:

4 Ib. can - all purpose flavors
$3.50/can or $18.50/case of 6

SUN. - WED. 8 - 7; THURSDAY 8 - 8; FRIDAY 8 - 4

Dental Surgeon Awarded Prize
For Pain Control Techniques
Niels B. Jorgensen, DDS, emeritus professor of oral surgery,
School of Dentistry, recently received the John Mordaunt Prize
awarded by the Society for the Advancement of Anesthesia in
Dentistry.
The prize, presented at Lon
don's University College, was presently working on a book
awarded to Dr. Jorgensen for on similar subject matter.
his outstanding work in the Since 1947 he has produce
advancement of pain control in eight films on anesthesia, oned
oral surgery.
which won the grand prize in
The "Jorgensen Technique" the medical section at the
as his work is now known, does Paris International Film 1965
Fes
not put the patient to sleep, tival
but rather into a tolerant and
While in Great Britain,
pleasant "twilight" state where Jorgensen lectured and Dr.
time passes pleasantly, and two demonstrations to the gave
or three hours of operating College of Surgeon and Royal
to the
seems to be but just a few dental faculty of sthe
Univer
minutes. During this period sity of Edinburgh.
the patient is cooperative and
responds very well to com
Student Doings
mands without help.
Continued from page 6
The conditions during this
bone
are being studied by John
period are such that a large
number of fillings could be L. Flemming and his sponsor,
made, thus saving a great deal William H. Taylor, MD, assist
of time for businessmen, those ant professor of anatomy.
Frederick J. Myers is inves
coming from a distance, or for
those who just dislike the tigating surfactant levels in
the lungs in oxygen poisoning.
thought of dental work.
, The John Mordaunt Prize is Clarence R. Collier, MD, pro
awarded every four years (or fessor and chairman of the de
partment of physiology and bio
more often as decided) for out
standing work in the area of physics is his sponsor.
dental anesthesia. The inter
Kenneth W. Hart and spon
national prize is awarded in sor Weldon B. Jolley, PhD,, as
the memory of John Mordaunt, sociate professor of physiology
former secretary of the society, and biophysics, are studying
who was killed in the Inns
cancer immunochemistry in Los
bruck air disaster of February Angeles and are looking for an
29,1964.
antibody that is specific for a
Dr. Jorgensen has written certain strain of cancer.
nearly 20 articles on anesthesia
Kenneth R. Stringer, super
and related subjects and is vised by Dr. Walden, is search-

Doctor Serves in
Children's Clinic
Montgomery N. Estriage,
Mb, assistant clinical professor
of neurosurgery, is one of sev
eral specialists serving on the
medical team of the Birth
Defects Neurologic Diagnostic
center at San Bernardino's St.
Bernadine's hospital.
The center, supported by the
March of Dimes, was estab
lished last year to aid children
born with hidden defects.

NIEL8 B. JTORGENSEN, DDS, receives the John Mordaunt prize

from Dr. John Buxton, president of the Society for the Advance
ment of Anesthesia in Dentistry, at University College, London,
England. Dr. Jorgensen was awarded a Canon FX f/1.2 camera
for his outstanding work in dental anesthesia.
ing for a statistical relationship
between tobacco smoke and
psychological stress as related
to atherosclerotic processes.
R. David Sibley is working
in a clinic clerkship position at
the Veteran's Administration
Hospital in Long Beach. He will
examine data showing the sig
nificance between urinary blad
der cancer and cigarette smok
ing. Sponsors are Dr. Walden
and Frank R. Lemon, MD, for
mer associate professor of pre
ventive medicine and public
health, at the Veteran's Hospi
tal. For part of the summer Mr.
Sibley will also be a teaching
assistant in anatomy and phy

De//o/ous

We have cooked it for hours
so you can serve it in seconds
You'll love this superb combination
of colorful pinto beans, rich tomato
puree, wholesome VegeBurger, pimiento, paprika and other seasonings.
It's a complete meai-in-itself that's
no work at all. Just heat... serve...
and enjoy!

siology and microbiology at La
Sierra College.
An investigation of kanamycin effects on neuromuscular
transmission is being carried on
by Barrie S. May and sponsor
Bernard D. Briggs, MD, pro
fessor of anesthesiology.
Stanley A. Rouhe is study
ing the effect of chemical perfusion of -the brain on neuron
firing patterns under the spon
sorship of Dr. Baldwin.
Computer Design

Working at the University ot
Southern California this sum
mer is Marshall A. Rockwell.

convenient

GREAT IN TACOSl
Heat contents of can —
or any quantity desired.
Mash beans.

As a computer specialist, he is
supervising the design of a new
digital computer system to as
sist in the care and evaluation
of up to four patients simultan
eously, he states.
,
Four students, Joseph G. Billock, Clifford D. Friesen, A.
Wesley Olson, and Alien E.
Workman, are working in the
anesthesiology departments of
various southern California
hospitals.
Grant R. Masaoka and Rich
ard A. Hansen are spending the
summer as literature evange
lists in Texas and Utah respec
tively.
Marian A. Fedak, a medical
student who received her mas
ter's degree in nutrition from
the Graduate School in 1964, is
working in Canada at Grey
Nuns Hospital, Regina, Sas
katchewan, near her home. For
part of the summer she will be
the only dietitian for the 500bed facility, she says.
Cleo E. Dymott is employed
at the Los Angeles County Gen*era! Hospital and elsewhere as
a medical technologist.
Salmon Fishing in Alaska
Salmon fishing in Dillingham,
Alaska, will keep Eden L.
Smith busy during the summer
months. As an experienced,
•elf-employed fisherman, Mr.
Smith finds this unique occupa
tion financially rewarding.
Mrs. Gary M. (Donnice) Ross
will travel to the state of Wash
ington where her husband has
just completed the require
ments for a doctor of philoso
phy degree in history at Wash
ington State University. While
Mrs. Ross continues her medi
cal education next school year,
her husband will teach history
at La Sierra College.
Realizing that this summer
is the last free block of time
he'll have until graduation, A.
Lawrence Stump is spending
the summer "bumming." More
specifically, he hopes to tend a
summer garden, go camping,
review physiology, and do
"what I feel inclined to do at
the moment!" he admits.
Financial support for stu
dents working in programs
sponsored by the University is
provided by General Research
Support Grants, Lederle Lab
oratories, the Diabetes Associa
tion of Southern California, the
Southern California Chapter of
the Tuberculosis and Health
Association, the American So
ciety of Anesthesiologists, and
department grants.

Serve Lorna Linda Chile
in Tacos with shredded
lettuce — cheese — and
aii the trimmings!
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MUSIC STORE
YAMAHA and

STORY & CLARK PIANOS

Yamaha Music Course classes
for children 4-6 in Pomona
and Loma Linda
435 E. Holt Avenue
Pomona 91766
Phone (714) 623-6525
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